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Abstract Carbon Nanocapsules (CNCs) were investigated

for their electrocatalytic performances for the oxygen

reduction reaction in alkaline electrolyte. With an average

diameter of 10–30 nm, the CNCs are composed of graphene

layers encapsulating a hollow core. A gas diffusion electrode

(GDE) made of CNCs revealed a much enhanced i–V

polarization response than that of Vulcan XC72. However,

its performance was moderately lower than that of Black

Pearls 2000. In addition, the CNCs were impregnated with

nanoparticles of Ag, MnOx and CoOx. The i–V and galva-

nostatic results of the catalyzed CNCs indicated significant

improvements over that of noncatalyzed CNCs. For exam-

ple, a Ag–CNC derived GDE was capable of delivering 1.03

and 0.88 V at current densities of 100 and 200 mA cm-2,

respectively. Our study offers direct evidence that the CNCs

not only exhibit unique electrocatalytic abilities but also

function superbly as an electrocatalyst support.
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1 Introduction

Fuel cells and metal air batteries are expected to play

significant roles as clean energy alternatives to ameliorate

the worsening greenhouse effect [1, 2]. For both systems, the

oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is the critical electro-

chemical step responsible for the majority of electrode

polarization loss [3]. Many materials have been investigated

as an electrocatalyst to enhance the ORR. They include

metals (Pt, Ag) [4–9], metal oxides (RuO2, MnO2, CoO)

[10–12], perovskites (LaCoO3, La0.6Ca0.4CoO3) [13–17],

spinels (NixAl1-xMn2O4, Ni2Co2O4, Mn3xCo3-3xO4)

[18–20], as well as pyrolyzed N-4 chelate compounds

(CoTMPP) [21]. A thorough review was provided

recently by Wang, discussing available non-platinum elect-

rocatalysts [22].

The ORR proceeds in distinct steps contingent on the

electrolyte used. In an alkaline solution, the ORR occurs via a

direct four electron pathway or a two electron peroxide route

listed below. In the four electron pathway (1), the oxygen

molecule is reduced to hydroxyl ion in a single step;

O2 + 2H2O + 4e� ! 4OH� Eo ¼ 0.401V ð1Þ

In contrast, in the two electron route, the oxygen

molecule is reduced first to HO2
- peroxide ion (2), followed

by further reduction to hydroxyl ion (3), or decomposition

to form hydroxyl ion and oxygen (4).

O2 + H2O + 2e� ! HO�2 + OH� Eo ¼ �0.065V ð2Þ

HO2� + H2O + 2e� ! 3OH� Eo ¼ 0.867V ð3Þ

2HO�2 ! 2 OH� + O2 ð4Þ

Electrocatalysts that reduce oxygen through the four

electron pathway are preferred because less electrode

polarization is expected.

A gas diffusion electrode (GDE) is required for fuel

cells and metal air batteries. The GDE is a porous platform

incorporating current collector, hydrophobic PTFE resin
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and carbonaceous material impregnated with catalytic

nanoparticles [23, 24]. The porosity, pore structure and

hydrophobicity of the GDE are carefully designed to allow

an extensive reaction interface between the gaseous oxygen

and liquid electrolyte in the vicinity of the electrocatalyst.

To date, it is recognized that the GDE is the crucial com-

ponent enabling successful implementation of fuel cells

and metal air batteries.

Many carbonaceous materials have been investigated as

possible electrocatalyst supports [25–27]. They range from

conventional carbon powders such as Vulcan XC72, Black

Pearls, Shawiningan Blacks and active carbons, to less

familiar ones including glassy carbons, carbon fibers and

hard carbon spherules [28–30]. A detailed discussion was

recently provided by Dicks [31]. With recent progress in

the synthesis of nanostructured materials, exotic forms of

carbon such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and carbon

nanocapsules (CNCs) have been reported [32, 33]. It is

established that the CNTs exhibit extraordinary mechanical

strength, excellent electronic and thermal conductivity, as

well as chemical stability and high surface area. These are

desirable physical properties for electrocatalyst supports.

Hence, the CNTs’ applicability as an electrocatalyst sup-

port has received much attention recently. For example,

Kongkanand et al. observed significant enhancements in

the electrocatalytic activities of single-walled CNTs dec-

orated with Pt nanoparticles [34]. A similar result was

reported by Che et al. and they attributed the enhanced

capabilities to the accessible inner surface of CNTs [35]. In

addition, the strategy of hybrid carbonaceous materials has

been explored. Huang et al. mixed active carbons with the

CNTs and observed substantial improvements in electro-

catalytic performance once Pt was loaded [36].

On the other hand, research focusing on the CNCs as

electrocatalyst supports has not been reported yet. In this

work, nanoparticles of Ag, MnOx and CoOx were synthe-

sized and embedded in the CNCs to fabricate GDEs.

Material characterization and electrochemical analysis

were conducted to determine the intrinsic catalytic power

of CNCs as well as their applicability as an electrocatalyst

support.

2 Experimental

2.1 Preparation and characterization of CNCs

and catalyzed CNCs

The synthesis of CNCs employed a flame combustion

approach with feedstock of C2H2 and O2. At an appropriate

ratio of C2H2/O2, the CNCs were formed in the incomplete

combustion region of the flame and collected from the

chamber upon cooling. On average, the diameter of the

as-synthesized CNCs ranged between 10 and 30 nm with

slightly irregular shapes. Detailed synthesis parameters and

equipment involved were reported by us previously [33].

For study of CNCs as an electrocatalyst support, the

CNCs were impregnated with known electrocatalysts such

as Ag, MnOx and CoOx. The impregnation process entailed

a typical wet-chemical approach to produce nanoparticles

of Ag, MnOx and CoOx distributed uniformly within the

CNCs. Initially, 3.0 g of CNCs was mixed in 30 ml of

5 wt% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich 98%) aqueous solu-

tion to prepare the standard CNC dispersion. In synthesis of

CNCs embedded with Ag nanoparticles, 1.54 g of AgNO3

(SHOWA 99.8% purity) was first dissolved in 10 ml of

deionized water. After complete dissolution, the silver salt

solution was mixed with 30 ml of the standard CNC dis-

persion for 1 h. Then, 8.4 ml of HCl solution (1.19 M) was

added to the mixture to induce precipitation of AgCl. The

mixture was stirred for 6 h ensuring complete reaction of

Ag+ and Cl-. Next the mixture was dried at 70 �C for 48 h

followed by a reduction treatment (H2 5%–N2 95%) at

700 �C for 4 h to form Ag–CNC powders.

For synthesis of MnOx–CNC, 3.0 g of KMnO4

(SHOWA 99.3%) was dissolved in 10 ml of deionized

water and then mixed with 30 ml of the standard CNC

dispersion. Subsequent processes involved oven drying at

70 �C for 48 h and heat treatment at 800 �C for 4 h in N2

environment to initiate formation of nanoparticulate MnOx.

Upon cooling to room temperature, the MnOx–CNC pow-

ders were washed with excess deionized water to remove

residual potassium oxides. For production of CoOx–CNC,

4.94 g of Co(NO3)2 (J.T. Baker 99.1%) was first dissolved

in 10 ml of deionized water and mixed with 30 ml of the

standard CNC dispersion. Then the mixture was oven dried

at 70 �C for 48 h followed by heat treatment at 800 �C for

4 h in N2 atmosphere.

2.2 Fabrication and electrochemical characterization

of GDEs

Once the CNCs were decorated with desirable electrocata-

lysts, the next step was to fabricate GDEs for electrochemical

characterizations. The construction of GDE started from

preparation of the gas diffusion layer (GDL) where 0.80 g of

active materials (Ag–CNC, MnOx–CNC or CoOx–CNC) was

dispersed thoroughly in 15 ml of ethanol (95% purity) for

30 s in a high speed mixer. In addition, 0.33 g of 60 wt%

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) resin (Dupont-T30) was

diluted in 15 ml of ethanol. Then both dispersions were

added together followed by intense mixing for 3 min to form

a dough-like paste. With repeated rolling and kneading, the

paste was pressed into a GDL (*0.20 mm in thickness) with

appropriate elasticity. The second step was to laminate the
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GDL with a nickel foam at a pressure of 685 psi. Finally, the

GDE was heat treated at 350 �C for 10 min in air to drive out

residual ethanol and surfactant. The thickness of the finished

GDE was about 0.38 mm. Excluding the current collector,

the material loading of the GDE was about 0.05 g cm-2, of

which 0.04 g cm-2 was the active material (catalyst-CNC)

and 0.01 g cm-2 was the PTFE. Figure 1 provides the flow

chart detailing the GDE fabrication steps.

As electrochemical reaction is an interfacial phenome-

non, the surface area of the electrode materials is a critical

factor. For accurate comparison of the intrinsic ORR of the

CNCs, typical Vulcan XC-72 (XC72: 254 m2 g-1) and

Black Pearls 2000 (BP2000: 1,500 m2 g-1) from Cabot

Inc. were used following the identical steps mentioned

above. Their electrochemical performances were measured

against that of CNCs (333 m2 g-1).

Electrochemical characterizations for the GDEs were

conducted in i–V polarizations and galvanostatic mea-

surements using a Solartron 1287 potentiostat. An

arrangement of three electrode cell was adopted in which

the GDE was used as the working electrode, Ti mesh

coated with RuO2/IrO2 as the counter electrode, and Zn rod

(99.98%) as the reference electrode. The Zn rod was used

for quick determination of the operating voltage of a

functional Zn-Air cell. The KOH solution (30 wt%) was

used as electrolyte. During measurements, the backside of

the GDE (*3 cm2) was exposed to ambient air. The scan

rate for the i–V polarizations was set at 1 mV s-1. Gal-

vanostatic measurements were conducted at current

densities from 10 to 200 mA cm-2 for 10 min.

A TEM (JEOL JEM-2010) was used to observe the

microstructure of the as-synthesized CNCs. X-ray (Bede

D1, Cu Ka = 1.54 Å) was employed to identify relevant

phases present for Ag–CNC, MnOx–CNC and CoOx–CNC.

A SEM (Hitachi JSM 6700F) was applied to evaluate the

morphologies and microstructures of GDLs.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Characterization of CNCs as an electrocatalyst

A high resolution TEM image of the as-synthesized CNCs

is presented in Fig. 2a. It can be seen that the CNCs

exhibited a core-shell microstructure with graphene layers

on the perimeter encompassing an empty core. The diam-

eter of the CNCs is approximately 10 nm while the

Step II: 

GDE

GDL

nickel foam 

Lamination Heat treatment 

350 °C, 10 min Under hydraulic 
pressure 685 psi 

Step I: 

0.8 g CNC 
or

0.8 g CNC-catalyst 

15 ml ethanol 

High speed 
mixing

30 sec  3 min 

0.33 g 
PTFE (60 wt %) 

15 ml ethanol 

Pressed

Rolled

dough-like 
paste

GDL

Fig. 1 Flow chart of processing steps involved in the GDE

fabrication Fig. 2 Images of the CNCs from (a) HR-TEM and (b) SEM
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diameter of the core is nearly 5 nm. Previous study using

the Raman analysis revealed that the ratio of the G-band/D-

band was 0.7, a value similar to that of multi-walled carbon

nanotubes (MWCNTs) [33]. Because catalysts were not

used in the flame combustion stage, EDS analysis of the

resulting CNCs indicated impressive purity. In contrast,

typical carbon powders always contain minute amounts of

impurities labelled as the ash content. Fig. 2b demonstrates

a SEM image of the as-synthesized CNCs. Apparently the

CNCs aggregated into a highly porous structure but indi-

vidual CNC particles were rather uniform in sizes.

Since the as-synthesized CNCs were uniform in size

with graphene layers on the perimeter, they showed con-

siderable potential as an electrocatalyst support in GDE

technologies. Common wisdom has established that the

size uniformity is particularly favored for dense packing. In

addition, the graphene layers on the perimeter confer

enhanced electrical conductivity. Besides, the hollow core

of the CNCs suggest a reduced density, making it possible

for GDEs with higher specific energy (W g-1). Lastly, the

as-synthesized CNCs were recorded with a surface area of

333 m2 g-1 from BET measurement, a value considered

desirable for the following process developments.

Powders of CNCs, XC72 and BP2000 were used in the

dough rolling process to fabricate the GDLs to determine

their intrinsic electrocatalytic abilities. Figure 3 demon-

strates their i–V polarization behavior. For the CNC

derived GDE, the voltage started around 1.14 V and

decreased with increasing current density. Likewise, for the

XC72 and BP2000 derived GDEs the voltage began at 0.99

and 1.26 V, respectively, and decreased as expected with

increasing current density. The CNC-derived GDE was

capable of sustaining 0.81 and 0.68 V at discharging cur-

rent densities of 100 and 200 mA cm-2, respectively.

These values were an impressive 80–90 mV increase over

those of XC72, of which voltages of 0.72 and 0.60 V were

obtained at identical current densities. In contrast, the

BP2000 derived GDE was capable of delivering 0.88 and

0.65 V at current densities of 100 and 200 mA cm-2,

respectively. At current densities below 175 mA cm-2, the

BP2000 derived GDE demonstrated a moderately better

performance than that of CNC derived GDE. However, its

superiority decreased rapidly with increasing current den-

sity. The discrepancy in electrocatalytic performances can

be attributed to the difference in effective surface area.

Generally speaking, particles of higher surface area are

likely to produce GDEs with larger effective interfaces.

The surface areas of CNCs and BP2000 represented 31 and

490% increments over that of XC72. We believe that the

enhanced i–V response of CNCs is partly attributed to their

intrinsic high surface area. This argument was further

supported by pore size measurements in which the majority

of the pores for the CNC derived GDE, XC72 derived GDE

and BP200 derived GDE were 0.068, 0.187 and 0.153 lm,

respectively. In contrast, the effect of surface area on the

i–V performance from BP2000 was not so pronounced.

This suggests the CNCs possess unique electrocatalytic

abilities.

3.2 Characterization of CNCs as an electrocatalyst

support

In alkaline solution, carbon is known to be an effective

electrocatalyst via the two electron route [37]. Unfortu-

nately, excess accumulation of peroxide ions is believed to

accelerate oxidation of the carbon substrate which often

results in premature electrode failure. Therefore, mixing

with particular peroxide decomposing catalysts such as Ag,

MnO2 and Ni–Co spinels was suggested to prolong the

stability of GDEs [37]. Previously, powder mixtures of Ag

and CNCs were shown to reveal promising ORR abilities

[38]. In this study, impregnation of CNCs with known

electrocatalysts was carried out to further explore CNCs’

potential as an electrocatalyst support. The electrocatalysts

selected were Ag, MnOx and CoOx. Synthesis of electro-

catalytic nanoparticles supported on carbonaceous

materials have been reported extensively [39, 40]. In our

case, the weight ratios of Ag:CNC, Mn:CNC and Co:CNC

were kept at 1:3.

X-ray results of the Ag–CNC, MnOx–CNC and CoOx–

CNC are provided in Fig. 4. The broad peak around 25�
was derived from the CNCs. Clearly exhibited in the dif-

fraction patterns, well crystallized Ag in FCC phase was

observed for Ag–CNC powders. In our formulation, the

concentrations of Ag+ and Cl- were 0.16 and 1.77 M,

respectively. Multiplication of these concentrations gives a

value that is much greater than the solubility limit of AgCl,

0              50             100            150            200            250           300
0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

1.50

current density / mAcm-2

V / egatlov

Vulcan XC72 GDE
 CNC GDE

 BP2000 GDE

Fig. 3 The i–V polarization curves of the noncatalyzed GDEs from

CNCs, XC72 and BP2000, respectively
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*1.6 9 10-10 mol2 l-2 [41]. Therefore, spontaneous pre-

cipitation of AgCl was expected to occur once the HCl was

added. In subsequent heat treatment, the AgCl was suc-

cessfully reduced forming crystalline Ag particles. In

contrast, X-ray patterns for the MnOx–CNC powders

exhibited mixed oxidation states for Mn ions. The strongest

peaks of 22.5� and 24.2� were from the (110) of MnO2 and

(131) of Mn2O7, respectively. Furthermore, peaks at 40.5�
and 58.4� were identified as the (200) from MnO and the

(321) from Mn3O4, respectively. In contrast, the X-ray

pattern of CoOx–CNC demonstrated an amorphous nature

with singular peak at 44.2�, which was attributed to the

(400) of Co3O4. As a result, the exact natures and chemical

compositions of MnOx and CoOx cannot be determined

conclusively. It is likely that either a decomposition tem-

perature of 800 �C for 4 h was insufficient to form well-

crystallized MnOx and CoOx particles, or additional oxygen

was necessary to compensate the loss by volatile NOx

during heat treatment. We did not carry out reduction

treatments for both MnOx–CNC and CoOx–CNC because

previous studies linked electrocatalytic abilities to oxides

of Mn and Co [42, 43].

Electrocatalytic performances of Ag–CNC, CoOx–CNC

and MnOx–CNC were evaluated by comparing their i–V

characteristics against that of noncatalyzed CNCs. Fig. 5

exhibits the results with the loading amounts listed. As

clearly demonstrated, Ag–CNC exhibited the highest

electrocatalytic performance among these samples. It was

capable of delivering 1.12 V at 50 mA cm-2 and main-

taining a respectable 0.88 V at 200 mA cm-2. Similarly,

the MnOx–CNC exhibited slightly lower capabilities,

delivering voltages of 1.11 V at 50 mA cm-2 and 0.85 V

at 200 mA cm-2, respectively. In contrast, the CoOx–CNC

demonstrated the poorest electrocatalytic behavior among

these three, exhibiting 1.12 V at 50 mA cm-2 and 0.74 V

at 200 mA cm-2, respectively. Nevertheless, its perfor-

mance still represented notable enhancements over that of

noncatalyzed CNCs. Also shown is the Ag–XC72 derived

GDE where its performance is lower than that of Ag–CNC

derived GDE by 200 mV. These results not only confirm

general applicability of CNCs as an electrocatalyst support

but also suggest unique intrinsic abilities of CNCs.

Figure 6 presents the SEM pictures of GDL from (a)

Ag–CNC, (b) MnOx–CNC and (c) CoOx–CNC. Shown in

Fig. 6a, the particles labelled as Ag ranged between 150

and 250 nm in spherical shapes. They were dispersed

uniformly and coalescence of Ag particles was not

observed. In Fig. 6b, the MnOx existed in polyhedrons of

125 nm in size. In contrast coalescence of these MnOx

particles seems to take place to some degree. Figure 6c

presents the picture of CoOx–CNC showing CoOx in the

form of elongated polyhedrons of 80 nm without coales-

cence. After loadings of nanoparticulate Ag, MnOx and

CoOx, the effective surface areas were reduced to 275, 99

and 298 m2 g-1, respectively.

We were also interested in the effect of material loading

as this determined not only electrocatalytic abilities but

also physical characteristics such as microstructure,

hydrophobicity and porosity of the resulting GDEs.

Excluding the weight of Ni foam, the GDE contained

80 wt% Ag–CNC and 20 wt% PTFE. Since the weight

ratio of Ag to CNC was 1:3, the net Ag loading of the GDE

was 20 wt%. With a reduced AgNO3 amount in the CNC

dispersion, we prepared the GDE with a net Ag loading of

13 wt%. Comparison of the respective electrochemical

performances is shown in Fig. 7. The i–V relations were as

expected, as a lower amount of Ag–CNC resulted in a

considerable reduction in electrocatalytic ability,

20           30           40          50           60          70           80          90
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(b) MnO
x
-CNC

(c) CoO
x
-CNC

Fig. 4 X-ray results of the as-synthesized powders; (a) Ag–CNC, (b)

MnOx–CNC and (c) CoOx–CNC
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current density / mAcm-2
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 MnOx-CNC GDE (3.33 mgcm-2)

 CoOx-CNC GDE (3.57 mgcm-2)

 Ag-XC72 GDE (3.81 mgcm-2)

 CNC GDE

Fig. 5 The i–V polarization curves of the CNC derived GDE and the

catalyzed GDEs with electrocatalysts of Ag–CNC, MnOx–CNC,

CoOx–CNC and Ag–XC72
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particularly at high current density. However, the differ-

ences were negligible at current densities below

50 mA cm-2. These i–V curves were much better than that

of noncatalyzed CNCs. This suggested that further opti-

mization of the material loading is possible to obtain

desirable performances at reasonable cost. In addition, the

i–V curve of Ag–BP2000 derived GDE is also shown. The

result for the Ag–BP2000 GDE was comparable to that of

Ag–CNC GDE at similar electrocatalyst loadings. This is

especially encouraging as high surface area carbon pow-

ders like BP2000 present substantial processing difficulties

in GDE fabrication. Our result indicates that CNCs can

function equally as well as BP2000 as electrocatalyst

supports.

Once the performance of the catalyzed-CNCs was

established through i–V polarization studies, the next step

was to explore their discharge behavior galvanostatically to

determine their lifetime and stability. The current densities

under study ranged from 10 to 200 mA cm-2. Figure 8

presents the results for the GDEs with (a) Ag–CNC, (b)

MnOx–CNC and (c) CoOx–CNC. The voltage readings in

galvanostatic discharge were consistent with those

observed from earlier i–V polarizations. With a timeframe

of 10 min, the voltage profiles revealed rather stable and

sustainable discharging behavior. We realize that 10 min of

testing is limited and we are currently exploring galvano-

static discharges for longer timeframes to identify possible

degradation mechanisms.

4 Conclusions

The CNCs were synthesized and characterized for their

intrinsic electrochemical abilities and prospects as an

electrocatalyst support. The as-synthesized CNCs exhibited

a uniform size distribution of 10–30 nm. Impregnations of

the CNCs with electrocatalysts were carried out using wet-

chemical methods where nanoparticulate Ag, MnOx and

CoOx were evenly embedded within the CNCs aggregates.

A dough-rolling technique was employed to prepare an

appropriate GDE structure for both i–V polarizations and

Fig. 6 SEM pictures of the GDLs from (a) Ag–CNC, (b) MnOx–CNC

and (c) CoOx–CNC
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 Ag-CNC GDE (2.56 mgcm-2)
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 BP2000 GDE

Fig. 7 The i–V polarization curves of GDEs catalyzed by CNCs,

Ag–CNC and Ag–BP2000
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galvanostatic measurements. In i–V polarizations of the

GDEs from CNCs, XC72 and BP2000, the CNCs behaved

much better than that of XC-72, reflecting a unique

intrinsic electrocatalytic ability. After loadings with

electrocatalysts, their i–V responses demonstrated signifi-

cant enhancements over that of noncatalyzed CNCs. For

example, the Ag–CNC derived GDE was capable of

delivering 1.03 and 0.88 V at current densities of 100 and

200 mA cm-2, respectively. Profiles from the galvano-

static discharges confirmed that the Ag–CNC, MnOx–CNC

and CoOx–CNC were stable and sustainable. The enhanced

electrocatalytic performance of the CNCs is attributable to

their large surface area and uniformity in size. Our results

offer strong evidence that CNCs are excellent supports for

electrocatalysts.
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